Public Wiﬁ
Wiﬁ is everywhere! And so it should be…
In today’s world, our desire to stay connected has
never been more important wherever we are and
whatever we are doing. Staying connected is so
much more than updating our social media
output, sometimes we don’t even realise we are
connected when we carry out our day to day
tasks. Nowadays in the majority of places we visit
we expect there to be public wiﬁ and we are
surprised (sometimes anxious) when there isn’t!

Engage with Customers
It’s fact we all like to stay connected wherever we are,
whether it’s to communicate with our friends via social media,
purchasing goods on-line, accessing special discounts,
sending emails or other content on the move.
Engaging with your customers using wiﬁ ensures...
More Time Spent on Premises
60% of venues offering Wiﬁ witnessed the customers stayed around
the venue for longer, with nearly 50% of customers spending more
money.
Increased Footfall and Attracts New Customers
55% of people are happier to sit alone in restaurants and cafes if Wiﬁ
is available than in location where there isn’t.
Helps Differentiate the Brand/Business from the Competitors
Most people come to expect free Wiﬁ wherever they are and by
offering it at your venue you will have a clear advantage over other
venues which aren’t.
Improved Brand Awareness
Making your clients life easier by offering free Wiﬁ will improve their
perception of your brand/business. Better still getting a customer to
‘like’ or comment on a blog about your product or brand is the best
free endorsement any business would pay handsomely for.
Improved Search Engine Ranking
More trafﬁc to the brands website will lead to an improved search
engine ranking.
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How Is Effective Wiﬁ Achieved?
As with most forms of marketing the effectiveness starts with the
end users experience. Easy to use Wiﬁ is vital to ensure the
‘customer journey’ is smooth and effective.

Easy to Use
A simple easy to use log in procedure is important
to ensure client sign up is high. Too complicated
and the user will switch off.
One Click Log In
This is the simplest method for logging in and using
the Wiﬁ. It won’t capture any user information but it
will provide brand exposure and the quickest route
to the Wiﬁ for the end user.
Wiﬁ Code Entry Log In
Supplying Wiﬁ entry codes to users with a speciﬁed
duration attached is a good way to ensure the Wiﬁ
isn’t overloaded or offer it to VIP guests only and
paying users.
Form Log in
Capturing more information can be more important
for marketing purposes and future data analysis.
Spindlewood can offer any number of user ﬁelds.
Users entering their data here is stored for later
analysis.
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Wiﬁ That Works
It sounds obvious, but ensuring the Wiﬁ works after the log
in process is critical to the whole experience. If the Wiﬁ is
slow, non-existent or un-responsive users will soon switch
off and will not return, this can have a devastating effect on
your brand.
High Speed Connectivity
The experience any Wiﬁ user has is dependent on the amount of
internet which is available. Not enough will cause the Wiﬁ to be slow
or unresponsive, which will reﬂect badly on the brand. Spindlewood
offer an ‘Internet Anywhere” service which ensures the right amount
connectivity is supplied for the amount of Wiﬁ users expected.
Internet Anywhere
Sometimes venues do not have enough internet speed (and some
none at all). Spindlewood can provide permanent and temporary
high-speed internet connections into the majority of locations.
Robust Network
Spindlewood can provide permanent and temporary Wiﬁ networks
with failover, should there be a problem with the primary network.
Our networks are always designed with at least 50% extra spare
capacity.

Data Capture
In addition to promoting brand awareness to users via a Wiﬁ
service supplementary information can also be captured. The
amount of information is variable in that it can be just a simple
email, mobile data ﬁeld or multiple ﬁelds of data.
User Fields
Up to 4x user inputted data ﬁelds as standard (more if required), these
can be anything from name to email address.
Email veriﬁcation
We can provide a veriﬁcation process to ensure the users email format is
correct.
Mobile veriﬁcation
A veriﬁcation process to ensure the mobile number the user entered is in
the correct format.
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MAC Address of every device connected
What platform the device is IOS, android etc.
How much data the user has used
Upload and download statistics by user
The log in process duration
Number of users that saw the landing page but then
didn’t log in
When a user started using the Wiﬁ and when they
last used it
Total time spent on line
Total number of logins

Wiﬁ Trends & Heat Maps
Wiﬁ is so much more than capturing user’s information. A
carefully planned Wiﬁ network can provide user trends.
Spindlewood Wiﬁ acts like Google Analytics for your venue,
identifying areas with the highest footfall in real-time. This allows
you to adjust merchandising displays and direct guests to bar
and food stands as well as merchandise stands, improving their
overall experience of the event. Real-time analytics allow venues
to understand footfall and movement around the venue which
would be useful for planning future events.

Live Interaction!

Staying Safe!

Don’t think Wiﬁ data should just
be analysed after the event (it
could be too late by then).
Targeted content can be
pushed via mail, txt or app and
can be used to personalise your
approach. Exclusive material,
behind the scenes content,
rewards, upgrades, special
offers and second screen
content are a few examples of
utilising your connected
environment. All with the aim of
building a deeper meaningful
relationship with your customer
base that transcends their
physical presence.

Ensuring Wiﬁ users can browse safely is exceedingly
important. Any access to inappropriate material could reﬂect
badly on the brand. Our ﬁltering ensures inappropriate
material is inaccessible.
We offer three levels of ﬁltering;
Default - The minimum level of content ﬁltering
Medium - Providing a good level of content ﬁltering ensuring the web
can be used safely (Friendly Wiﬁ approved)
High - Providing the maximum amount content ﬁltering (Friendly Wiﬁ
approved)

Spindlewood are approved suppliers of ‘Friendly Wiﬁ’
networks which is a guarantee that all clients and end users
have access to safe browsing when accessing the internet.
Our networks and content ﬁltering procedures have been
assessed independently and conform to this industry
leading approval.
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Wiﬁ Applications

Sporting Stadiums
There has never been a bigger demand or a
more ﬁtting application for good quality, usable
wiﬁ for the public than in a sporting stadium.
The dramatic increase of mobile betting apps
means accessible wiﬁ within sporting stadia
leads to greater revenues.

Café, Bar & Restaurants
Possibly the most affective location for public wiﬁ for making an
instant impact on revenues is Wiﬁ in Cafés, Bars and Restaurants. 55%
of people are happier to sit alone in restaurants and cafes if Wiﬁ is
available than in location where there isn’t.

Brand Activations
Using Wiﬁ to maximise your brand is low cost
and very effective. Public Wiﬁ can subtlety
promote your brand as part of a much wider
brand activation campaign.

Exhibitions & Product Launches
For exhibitions or product launches using Wiﬁ is a great way to
promote the product or event. If the attendees cannot access good
quality Wiﬁ they cannot tweet about your product!

Outdoor Festivals
Outdoor music festivals are attended by thousands of people every
year predominantly by 18 – 26 year olds who all demand to stay in
touch, access social media and upload content. Combined with
Spindlewood’s ability of delivering super-fast internet into virtually any
environment, public Wiﬁ is available to the masses.
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Wiﬁ Applications
Conferences
For business people attending a conference it requires
time away from the ofﬁce. Ensuring that they can stay
connected & continue to receive important emails when
attending a conference, ensures they will stay for longer.

Hotels
The prerequisite for selecting a hotel room for the night
or booking a meeting room for any business person is the
quality of the wiﬁ. Quick, easy to access and robust Wiﬁ is
a necessity to for any hotel chain, it can be the difference
between a booking or lost revenue.

Pop Up Stands
Promotional pop up stands for brand/product awareness
indoors or out can also beneﬁt from branded Wiﬁ and can
help add to the customer experience. Asking customers to
‘like’ a product on social media there & then requires
accessible wiﬁ.

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
GDPR comes into effect on 25th May 2018 and the way companies offer Wiﬁ to customers is
set to change, as the collection of data to log into Wiﬁ hotspots is subject to the regulation.
Spindlewood Wiﬁ offers complete transparency to the end user of data collected from them.
Our Wiﬁ service & processes ensure that the end users are aware that their consent to provide
personal data was explicit, freely given, speciﬁc, and informed.
The processes and security encryption techniques employed by Spindlewood are aligned
with all aspects of GDPR, ensuring that you stay compliant.
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Sales & Accounts
For all enquiries contact us by phone

Head Ofﬁce: 0121 793 7000
Email Info@Spindlewood.biz

Spindlewood are a UK market leader for the deployment of Wiﬁ networks for all types of
application and our network design & implementation ensures that the brand is always put ﬁrst
to ensure it reaches the maximum number of people and provides optimum effectiveness.
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